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Introduction

Idit Miller
VP & Managing Director
EMRC International

This publication is the Report of the Africa Finance & Investment Forum 2008, which took place from Sunday 7th to Tuesday 9th December
2008 in Paris, and brought together over 200 delegates from 29 countries and 4 continents. The event focused on the latest investment
and financing opportunities in Africa by introducing concrete business solutions in sectors
that help build toward long term economic development. In the context of the current global
economic turmoil, the success of the Forum reflected the current positive change in the African business environment, demonstrating how Africa is becoming a key player on the global
economic stage and a very viable choice for solid investments. The conference allowed like
minded business individuals to get together and discuss current trends and opportunities. A
number of concrete partnerships were formed during the forum, a result that is considered one
of the key goals of EMRC: fostering dialogue and reinforcing partnerships for the sustainable
economic development of Africa.
The results and conclusions of the Africa Finance & Investment Forum 2008 will help serve
as the basis of thinking for the next EMRC Forum that will concentrate on agro industry and
food business in Africa (EMRC AgriBusiness Forum 2009) to take place from Sunday 14th to
Wednesday 17th June in Cape Town, South Africa. The best initiatives and projects presented
at the Paris forum were awarded with the EMRC Awards for their leadership and success in
promoting Africa’s economic development. Furthermore, EMRC, in collaboration with the
Rabobank Foundation, presented the Project Incubator Award, recognising initiatives that
bring social and economic benefit to their communities.
On behalf of EMRC, I would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere gratitude to
the forum’s sponsors who joined forces to promote strong private sector collaboration in Africa: Rabobank, FMO, Africa Agri, Crédit Agricole, Progis, UNAids, Adcon and The Global
Fund. Special thanks also to the supporting organisations, INSEAD, Millenium Promise, the
University of Columbia, Maastricht School of Management, London Business School, Brussels Airlines, IFC and World Bank. We also thank the media partners who contributed to the
global promotion of the forum: The African Press Organisation, Jornal de Angola, FindaJobInAfrica.com, Jeune Afrique, Africa Investor, African Business, Commod@frica, Les Afriques,
The Courrier, Bid Network, Africa Monitor and B Spirit.
Since its establishment in 1992, EMRC has concentrated on developing private sector business
in emerging markets. Initially focusing on Eastern Europe, efforts gradually turned toward
sub-Saharan Africa. This shift threw up many surprises, but we are now convinced that those
who see Africa as still ‘out of bounds’ when discussing integration into the global economy are
mistaken. People should see for themselves how things are developing, witness the continuing
democratisation process and how the entrepreneurial spirit of society is growing. Evidence
can be seen in the growing commercial interest from international banks, multinationals and
medium sized enterprises from Europe, America, India and China, all playing their part in the
impressive growth rates now witnessed across the continent.
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It is with this in mind and in realising that the needs of the African consumer are evolving
in line with the economy, that our action plans are developed. African businesses now need
continuing investment in health programmes, capacity building and the latest technology, so
that local production can develop further. It is also imperative to facilitate inter-regional and
international commerce and direct foreign investment through the improvement of trade tariffs, infrastructure development, access to energy supplies and the business environment.
Our forums and economic missions are designed to stimulate the creation of lasting partnerships and in this regard we actively pursue the 8th objective of the Millennium Development
Goals: to “establish partnerships for development”.
Down throughout the years we have contributed to the forming of partnerships as a consequence of our business events. These included the partnership between Olam (Singapore/
South Africa) and Biocasamance in Senegal in the production and commercialisation of sorghum and sesame. Also in Senegal, Agral Export formed agreements with local partners in
Belgium and Spain to develop market access for the exportation of fruit. In Angola, Infoterra
(UK) collaborated with the provincial government of Bié to supply detailed maps of the region. In Côte d’Ivoire SPDCIE/Batia benefited from the drip-irrigation technologies of NaanDanJain (India/ Israel) in the cultivation of bananas and pineapples and The Africa Enterprise
Challenge Fund (UK/ Kenya) granted $250.000 to DIAGEO (UK).
These are selected partnerships born after recent EMRC events and are solid examples of the
benefit of our work. These practical results encourage us to continue and should serve to convince those that may still remain doubtful that it is not too late to play a profitable role in the
continuing emergence of the African markets.
Faithfully yours,
Idit Miller
VP & Managing Director
EMRC International
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EMRC International
Established in Brussels in 1992, EMRC International is an International Association comprised of a vast network of entrepreneurs, financiers, consultants and officials from over a
hundred countries around the world. EMRC’s mission is to promote the economic and trade
relations between business leaders from around the world with a specific focus on Africa. We
aim to build business bridges worldwide.

EMRC Annual Business Forums and Economic Missions
The EMRC annual Business Forums “AgriBusiness Forum” and “Africa Finance & Investment Forum” aim to contribute to the development of contacts and to share the experience
between participants. The “AgriBusiness Forum 2008” took place in Rome in the headquarters and with the collaboration of the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
(FAO). Participants came from Africa, Europe, the Middle-East and the United States. The
next “AgriBusiness Forum” will take place in Cape Town on 14-17 June 2009. EMRC also
organizes economic field trips, like those that take place twice a year in Israel (economic mission Africa-Israel), of which the next edition will take place in May 2009. The participants to
the Business Forums and Economic Missions become members of the EMRC International
Business Network and receive regular information about the initiatives taken on by the organisation, through publications and reports.

EMRC Business Development Services
In order to follow up on the case studies and the proposals presented by delegates at the
Business Forums and Economic Missions, EMRC offers personalized Business Development
Services. An example is the Mission EMRC organized in Spain in February 2008 for Mamadou Djite, exporter of fruits and vegetables from Senegal, in order to gain access to the
Spanish market. Another example is the expert mission that EMRC held in December 2008
in Chad, conducting feasibility studies in agriculture. The multidisciplinary group at EMRC
offers personalized consultancy services for the development of projects and the elaboration
of business plans, management, training, financial facilitation services, new partners and information research (technology and access to markets).

EMRC supports the fight against severe diseases
For nearly two decades, EMRC has been committed to building global bridges between different economic communities. In our daily search for new partners, we understand that our
objective to reinforce the African private sector needs to be addressed alongside the serious
problems of AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, to mention some of the severe diseases of which
African population suffers. For this reason, we are, since two years, involved in the fight
against serious illnesses, and support the objectives of the Millennium Development Goals.

7

Dialogues – The EMRC Magazine Published Quarterly
An additional service for our members, our quarterly magazine, Dialogues, features debates
on topics that interest all members in our network. The magazine provides valuable information on outstanding member organisations that set good practices in their field of activity and
publishes promotional articles from members of the network. Dialogues magazine is distributed to a readership of approximately 100.000 composed of EMRC members, enterprises,
banks, government offices, embassies, international organisations and institutions worldwide.
The December 2008 edition focused on the Angolan elections that took place in November
that year, and the strong potential for development and investment possibilities available.
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Africa Finance & Investment Forum 2008

Day 1

Sunday 7 December 2008
Hotel Méridien Montparnasse

The Africa Finance & Investment Forum 2008 was opened by Idit Miller, EMRC Vice-President and Managing Director, stressing the importance of interaction between participants.
This was followed by a brief presentation of delegates.

Special Presentation: Leveraging for success in the fight
against malaria
Adel Chaouch, Director of Social Responsibility at Marathon Oil,
a US Petroleum Company that deals with exploration, production,
refinery and distribution. Mr Chaouch underlined the importance
of partnerships and presented the initiatives of social responsibility
undertaken by Marathon Oil in the sectors of human rights, education, and environmental awareness. Marathon Oil is actively engaged in Equatorial Guinea, where the biggest challenge is health.
M. Chaouch showed how Public – Private Partnerships (PPP) can
effectively help in the fight against Malaria. This cooperation must include all the major public and private actors/players: government, research institutes, Non Governmental Organisations and global businesses, to name the most important.
Lee Yellott, Administrative and Financial Director of the Equatorial Guinea Malaria Control
Initiative (EGMCI) spoke about the necessity to partner efforts to increase the reach of health
initiatives, in particular the growing trend of NGOs and charities forming partnerships with
private sector big businesses.

Promoting Growth & Economic Development in Africa Today
Arthur Levi, former representative in Europe of IFC (International
Finance Corp.), the World Bank’s private sector arm, concentrated
on the theme of investments in Africa. The rise in food and petrol
prices, the financial crisis and the direct effect on Africa was prominent in the discussion.
For forum participants, who all play a fundamental role, there is
much to be done.
Unfortunately, to start up a business in Africa today is not easy.
The bureaucracy that comes with setting up a new company is a stumbling block for many.
Mr. Levi wants business communities in Africa to push for reforms to ensure that individual
countries can be given a jump-start to achieve progress in the next five years. In the coming
few years the world will most likely live through a difficult period, but it was emphasized that
every forum participant can do a lot to improve the situation and ensure that Africa does not
lag behind.
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Session I: Capacity Building & Entrepreneurship in Africa
Luvumbu Sebastião, Dean of the Faculty of Economics, Agostinho Neto University, Angola.
Mr. Luvumbu concentrated on the theme of malnutrition, the lack
of drinking water, the energy difficulties and the lack of education
amongst African people. In Angola, illiteracy affects 70% of the
population. Furthermore, development can not take place in the
absence of scientific research and technology. In other words, all
aspects of education are needed, and for this reason public universities are called upon to play a central role in this process. According to him, the liberalisation
and democratisation processes have contributed to the improvement of political and economic
conditions. Even though there is an enormous public deficit, investments are necessary in the
educational sector, and research must be encouraged as well as the mobility of students and
professors. The Agostinho Neto University is specialized in research thus allowing it to be
recognized as one of the best economic faculties in Africa.
Ronald Tuninga, International Business Professor and Dean of the
Maastricht School of Management (Netherlands) also concentrated
on the international financial crisis, which he believes can represent
an enormous opportunity, especially for Africa. It is an opportunity
for the Forum participants to become players/ actors in Africa and
the rest of the world. His school collaborates with ten countries in
Africa, most significantly in the context of the «Round Table Africa» project.
John Mullins, Associate Professor of Management and Marketing
at London Business School (United Kingdom) spoke about the absence of a generation of entrepreneurs, and the lack of liquidity in
several African markets. For Prof. Mullins, the essential aspect is
to invest in human capital, and to prioritise the spirit of entrepreneurship.
Loïc Sadoulet, Affiliate Professor of Economics and Faculty Director of Africa Initiative at INSEAD Business School (France) spoke
about their key-phrase “we learn from diversity’’.
According to Prof. Sadoulet it is important that the African authorities allow ideas, capital and businesses to circulate and develop.
Regarding a question that is frequently asked: brain drain or gain?
Prof. Sadoulet says that in the INSEAD’s case, 50% of its African
alumni return to their continent – but not necessarily to their home
country. He also told participants that he knows many MBAs who
would welcome the opportunity to work in Africa, especially now that there is an economic
downturn.
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EMRC-Rabobank Project Incubator: Innovative Projects from Africa
Innovative financing solutions to boost the African Economy
Bart-Jan Krouwel, Managing Director Corporate Social Responsibility at Rabobank (The Netherlands) gave a very humanist presentation, by promoting ethical behaviour in both the public and private spheres. This principle in particular must be respected in terms
of ecology, by attacking the causes instead of the consequences.
Carried over to the issue of finance, this means that the products of
finance on offer must adhere to ethical standards (inspired by Corporate Social Responsibility). For example, we can cite the green
loans, ethical funds, investment in renewable energies, etc. The most important thing is to
show how these ethically responsible investments can become viable and profitable. The
approach taken by Rabobank is to offer micro credits or small loans to cooperatives through
local intermediary organisations (NGOs, Microfinance, etc.).
Pierre Van Hedel, Managing Director of the Rabobank Foundation
officially opened the EMRC-Rabobank Project Incubator awards
by announcing the 10.000 USD prize for the winner and further
financial assistance to the runner up. The projects were evaluated
according to the following criteria: the project must contribute to
the well-being of the local population; it should be realistic and viable; the project must be able to finance itself after a certain period
of time (to avoid a strong dependence on subsidies); and finally it
needs to involve at least one African partner. The Dec. 2008 Project Incubator Award was
presented to Mr Yemene for the MUPECI project in Cameroon.

EMRC-Rabobank Incubator Projects:
• 1st Project: Financing Soya production in Cameroon – MUPECI, Cameroon.
The local production of Soya is insufficient, and financing its cultivation will
encourage further investment and reduce the volume of imports. The project
would have multiple benefits: it would re-energize an underused factory, provide stable employment to women and youngsters allowing them to remain in
their rural areas, thus preventing rural exodus, while at the same time getting
out of poverty.
• 2nd project: Cultivation of medicinal plants – BDA Foundation, Canada: The
project aims to create agricultural frameworks for the production of medicinal
plants in sub-saharan Africa, an area endowed with tropical forests and strong
biodiversity. Designed in three phases (training, field practice, and provision
of small loans for production) the project would provide long term profitability,
help maintain biodiversity, while enjoying good returns in revenue for the rural
population.
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• 3rd project: Free Trade Zone in Biotechnology and Information Technologies – VITIB,
Ivory Coast: This concerns the Biotech and Information Technologies in ECOWAS (Economic Community of West African States). The objective is to create jobs, promote exports, attract investment and promote applied research and transfer of technology. The
project aims to create 40.000 jobs in fifteen years.
• 4th project: Financing SMES – Initiative Africa (IA), UK: this is an initiative to expand
the provision of venture capital funding and resources in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). Initiative Africa develops investments by training young investors, and offering loans for initial
funding. The goal is to create a long term and accessible market place for the financing of
SMEs in Africa.
• 5th project: Sustainable Development of rural areas in Guinea Bissau. Objectives include
the improvement of the main infrastructures of the country, with investment in Inland, Air
and Railway transports. The Guinean population will benefit from more accessible and
developed rural areas and access to health care and education would become more widespread. The project also promotes sustainable forest management, the use of renewable
energies and the implementation of advanced technologies for an effective and sustainable
development of the region.
• 6th project: Production of Jatropha and transformation into bio-diesel – MOZDAHIR
Energies, Senegal: Jatropha Curcas is a plant whose oils can be extracted and used to make
bio-diesel. For climatic reasons, the Casamance region was identified as the most favourable area to grow this plant. The project focuses on two pillars: a contract that guarantees
farmers the sale of their produce at a competitive price; and the development of thriving
rural platforms (allowing rural populations to attain this energy source at a comparatively
low price).

•

Day 2

Monday 8 December 2008
Crédit Agricole headquarters

Official Opening of Africa Finance & Investment
Forum 2008
Michel Clavé, Head of Agriculture & Agrifood at Crédit Agricole
and official host of the day, opened the Forum and touched upon the
current global financial crisis, which could leave Africa, more or
less, unaffected by the recession that will touch most of the developed nations in 2009. Mr. Clavé reminded people of the important
role that Crédit Agricole has to play in Africa, especially in West
Africa, as they are one of the primary sources of funding for the
development of the farming and food processing industries.
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José Briosa e Gala, Special Advisor and Personal Representative for Africa of the President of the European Commission, José
Manuel Barroso, also deemed that Africa would be less affected by
the economic crisis because of its lesser exposure to the fluctuations
of the financial markets. Despite the global reduction in primary
resources, the decrease of investments and liquidity, the opportunities in Africa are evident and the potential of wealth is always
present. The European Commission has invested considerably in
Africa through its different partnership programmes, but Mr. Briosa e Gala maintains that it
is absolutely necessary to reject protectionism and to conclude the unending Cycle of Doha.
Equally, it is necessary to do more for regional integration, as well as to reinforce infrastructures and promote a dialogue within the private sector (notably between the European Union,
the African Union and the private sector). To conclude, he insisted on the necessity to improve
the business climate, governance and the regulatory framework because private investments
are without doubt the motor of economic growth and development.

Session II: Strengthening the Financial Markets and the Banking
Sector in Africa
Pierre Van Hedel, Managing Director of Rabobank Foundation, presented the Foundation’s
work to help 25 countries (among them Tanzania, Zambia, Mozambique, Cameroon, Kenya,
India,…) by supporting local savings and credit organisations, as well as local producers by
providing small loans/ micro-credits, gifts and technical assistance.
Mr Van Hedel strongly believes in organising farmers in cooperatives and member-based organisations. Through that cooperation they can get finance, develop new products, or gain
access to financial markets; women farmers are very important in this case. We see a lot of
cooperatives organised by women and they are also the people who get micro-loans because
the repayment rates for women is higher than for men. From a banking perspective this is
more secure.
Ruurd Brouwer, Director Africa at FMO (Financial Organisation
of The Netherlands) indicated that Africa is full of opportunities.
The role of FMO is to facilitate the access of African SMEs to finance, in such a way that proves be profitable in the long term.
Mr Brouwer showed participants a few images of Africa that are
typically used by charities such as war, dead bodies, kids toting
guns and shanty towns. It was, he conceded, not difficult to find
these photographs, given what was happening in some parts of the continent, like Zimbabwe.
“as a consequence of the pictures, the reaction is simple - people simply grab their wallets
and give money for aid and not for investments”. The message he conveyed is that: “There is
money to be made, there are healthy businesses to be financed and I think in the long term that
this is the only way out. And the existing image, which is more dominated by the aid industry,
in the long term does not offer the solution that we need.”
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Marilou Uy, Director for Private Financial sector in Africa at the
World Bank, maintained that it is absolutely necessary to support
the development of the financial markets. The role of the World
Bank is to evaluate the risks, to support the development of the
financial sector and lastly to improve access to funding. One longstanding issue in Africa is the limited access many people have to
finance. According to Mrs Uy, this varies considerably from one
country to another – but there is potential for more Africans to have
access to the banking system. The next challenge in Africa is to increase private-sector lending, says Mrs Uy. She maintains that recent banking reforms have achieved good results.
However, she states, banks would be more comfortable with lending if credit information was
better. She says the World Bank is now taking into account the impact of the current financial
crisis on African countries.

Session III: Investing in Africa’s Private Sector to boost Economic Growth
Anne Gazeau-Secret, Director General of International Cooperation
and Development at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of France, talked
about the role of French diplomacy in the development of the private
sector in Africa. Little by little, Africa is progressing, democracy and
political stability are taking place, peace and education are propagating, corruption is diminishing and the average economic growth is
higher than 5%. In respect to demographics, widespread job creation
is necessary and therefore private sector investment is fundamental.
It is necessary to continue promoting democratic governance, improvement of infrastructure,
cooperation with scientific and academic institutes, the development of dialogue with French
businesses, and the strengthening of French participation in the economic global governance.
It is equally necessary to collaborate with all the international organisations present in the field.
The French presence in Africa is positive for investors, for Africa, for the world, and therefore
for France and Europe; it is about a win-win partnership.
Manuel Calado, President of ENDIAMA, Angola’s diamond state
company, based his presentation on the theme of social responsibility
in his company, one of their central values. The company is based on
the principle that economic and financial prosperity is an integral part
of the Angolan Community in its entirety. In this respect, ENDIAMA
founded the Fundação Brilhante as a framework to monitor all the actions of social responsibility carried out by ENDIAMA, most notably
through hotel and tourist projects and programmes of public health.
Thomas Pellerin from IFC (International Financial Corporation),
explained that IFC, with its more than 100 offices around the world,
provides capital, short term liquidity, long term loans, as well as advice/ consultancy services. The strategic priorities of IFC consist of:
building long term relations with emerging markets, the fight against
climate change, environmental protection and renewable energies,
investment in infrastructure, education and health, and finally the
strengthening of local financial markets.
14
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Aziz Mebarek, Executive Partner of Tuninvest and Africinvest in
Tunisia, stated that the stimulation of investment must never stop,
both through public sector initiatives and private sector ventures.
Small to medium size businesses (often family run) are fundamental
in Africa due to job creation. Furthermore, they contribute to long
term growth, to the birth and development of talent, and to the general improvement of standards of life. The possible sectors in which
to invest are numerous (technology and transportation for example).
Investment funds can be viewed as a sort of motor for the economy, and facilitates the improvement of the commercial scale.
Jacques Attali, Chair of President Sarkozy’s Economic Modernization Commission and Founder/President of PlaNet Finance Group,
France. According to Mr Attali, the role of small loans/ microfinance
is fundamental in Africa. PlaNet Finance provides technical assistance in the search for funding for the institutions related to Microfinance throughout the world. Furthermore, micro insurance is in the
process of growing considerably in Africa, in the sectors of health and
farming. In Africa, as elsewhere, job creation principally originates
from small and average businesses. As an example of success, he presented the case of Microfinance in Morocco (the first in the Arab world) and the time it took to be successful given that
only five years ago the project did not exist. According to Jacques Attali, this dazzling success
explains the decrease in interest rates.

Session IV: Attaining the MDGs (Millennium Development Goals)
by investing in agriculture & agro-industry
Roger Megelas from ITC (International Trade Centre), a UN agency that assists the development of exports and international trade by
improving competitiveness and works closely with UNCTAD and
WTO. Africa offers important opportunities to the development of
micro, small and medium size businesses, and exports represent a
non negotiable part in this process. The International Trade Centre
supports governments by helping them identify which economic
sectors are more viable and apply solutions giving added value to
their production. According to Mr Magelas, the principal challenges in the development of
SMEs are: the legal environment, the ease of exports, and the availability of adapted financial
services. The main obstacles to the development of trade are: lack of conformity to international norms, and delays in delivery.
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Mario Martinez, Executive Vice President of LEAD International,
presented the main objectives of LEAD, a non-profit organisation
dedicated to breaking the cycle of poverty by employing entrepreneurial business principles in a revolutionary way. LEAD provides
technical training, proven principles of reliable relationship development, long-term hand in hand mentorship, and various forms of
capitalization. LEAD’s approach promotes added value and is designed to endure the test of time and have effects that will break the
poverty cycle.
The main goal of LEAD is to create holistic community development that impacts public
health, spiritual development, leadership creation, and empowers people to be the sustainable
answer to their own needs. LEAD helps various forms of leadership from national and local
governmental groups, to local churches and community groups of all faiths, to make decisions
that help people at the grass roots level.
Africa Agri Asset Management is an investment fund destined to
develop the potential of small to medium sized agricultural producers in Africa. Jon Maguire, the CEO, was represented by Tabitha
Wood, Director for Africa at Africa Agri. According to Mrs Wood it
is possible to fruitfully invest in farming and the agricultural industry in Africa. In fact, investments in agricultural equipment such as
tractors and systems of irrigation, can allow an easy transformation
from subsistence to commercial farming, releasing important profits, while benefiting the population.
According to Mrs Wood, investment in agriculture is definitely the way forward. Population is
growing and there’s not enough food to keep the whole world going. You have to remember
that Africa has got such a great climate, such a large amount of space: if we can make people
understand what potential Africa has for agriculture, then our job is done fully.
Rustom Masalawala, Director of Business Development at Millennium Promise & Associate Director, The Earth Institute at Columbia University, New York, presented the “Millennium Promise”,
a project founded in 2005. This project is based on the idea that the
Millennium Objectives for Development can be achieved by poor
towns if they acquire proven and adapted technologies and work
holistically. It is necessary to do everything at the same time, meaning: to invest in health, in agricultural production, in education, in
access to drinkable water, and in basic infrastructures.
In practice, the concept was developed by a common team of experts from the University
of Columbia and the Millennium Project at the United Nations. There are now more than
80 towns in 10 African countries launched since the launch of the project: Ethiopia, Ghana,
Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Tanzania and Uganda.

16
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Refael Dayan presented his company, Green 2000, and its turnkey agricultural projects, elaborated with the customer. The central
idea for the development of agricultural projects is, according to
Mr Dayan, to adapt each project to its own characteristics: infrastructures, the local and national economy, the manpower, the food
habits, etc. Everything is accompanied with appropriate technologies related to farming and farm-rearing, which allows farmers to
attain impressive yields. For example, the drip irrigation system that
uses available water efficiently, while it increases the harvest. Green 2000 is now building agricultural training centres and is working in Southern Sudan, Angola, Zambia, Nigeria, South
Africa, Kenya, Ghana, and Equatorial Guinea.

Session V: Science and Technology for Growth and Competitiveness
José Briosa e Gala, Special Advisor and Personal Representative for Africa of the President
of the European Commission referred to the Lisbon Summit and to the Joint Africa-EU Strategy (long-term policy framework). Mr Briosa e Gala highlighted the crucial importance of
Africa-EU partnerships. A partnership of equals, not donor-ship, where the main idea is to
strengthen collaboration and reciprocal knowledge.
Mr Briosa e Gala also mentioned the strategic political alliance on key issues as Climate
Change, Energy, Infrastructure, Trade & Regional Integration, Peace & Security, Good Governance & Human Rights, Migration, Science, Space and ICT.
In terms of progress so far, he mentioned some of the initiatives that are being conducted by
EC in collaboration with its major African partner, the African Union Commission (AUC).
Regarding Information Society there are several joint projects led by AUC-EC task force: a
Telecom Regulation project in collaboration with the ITU and African Telecom Union, as well
as a project named AVICENA – African Virtual University Network. Regarding Science and
Space projects he also mentioned a few joint projects, like the African Research Grant and the
EC Joint Research Centre African Observatory.
Arnaud Gstach, Virtual Earth Business Development Manager at
Microsoft EMEA, gave an introduction to Microsoft Virtual Earth
and its background; he also gave examples of various implementations and potentialities and referred to the fact that it is possible to
find Virtual Earth in locator-type applications, fleet or asset management, business intelligence and even risk or disaster management applications across all industries. Mr. Gstach also presented a
Demo of a concrete application in the African continent.
Walter Mayer, CEO of Progis, Austria, referred to the partnership
of his company with Microsoft in the conception and distribution
of software that uses Infrastructures of Spatial Data (GIS) (computer programme) to provide information on soil management,
CO2 emissions, environment protection, and agricultural optimization for production. All actors involved would benefit, as this tool
permits a precise calculation in operations and therefore optimizes
productivity.
17

Bernard Pacher, Strategic Development Director at ADCON, Austia, referred to the main problems that traditional agriculture suffers
all over the world: the excessive use of water, chemicals and fertilizers. While both farmers and consumers got used to dangerously
high levels of nitrates in their water and chemical residues in their
food, water is suddenly becoming an issue of universal attention.
Mr Pacher’s presentation showed the available technology that will
allow a vast reduction of those three major inputs, thus not only
lowering the cost of production, but at the same time increasing the quality of food while
minimizing the impact on the environment.

Session VI: Supporting the small businesses in Africa
Jean-Luc Perron, Managing Director, Grameen-Crédit Agricole
Microfinance Foundation, started off his presentation reminding us
that half of the world’s population constantly live on less than 2$
a day and that 2.5 billion individuals do not have access to basic
financial services. According to Mr. Perron, Microfinance has a
fundamental role in Africa, to develop farming and ensure food security on one side, and fight against poverty on the other. Next, he
presented the financial sources of the Microfinance Institutions: the
Institutions for Finance of Development, the Social Investors, and the Institutional Investors
(which include banks and insurances). To conclude, Mr. Perron gave a historical overview of
the alliance between Grameen and Crédit Agricole. The strategy of the foundation is to primarily support Microfinance Institutions in Africa, and in particular the ones that contribute to
agricultural and rural development.
Margaret Muhanga-Mugisa, member of the Ugandan Parliament,
broached the role of women in rural development, and the strengthening of their capacities. Her presentation revealed that in Uganda
women constitute 70% of small producers, and that they form the
basis (70-75%) of the total agricultural production. She underlined
the need to finance the activities of these women, so that they get
access to the means of production, to education and to a better job.
To conclude, she considers the importance of addressing problems
of this nature as essential if one wants to really develop the African
private sector in the long run.
Albert Nkemla, President and Director General of Crédit Communautaire d’Afrique, Cameroon, presented the point of view of
his Microfinance Institution ,which according to him is the most
important and dynamic in Cameroon. He underlined some concrete
agricultural problems felt in his country like the post-harvest conservation. In Cameroon half of the mango harvest is affected by
post-harvest rotting. Mr Nkemla presented the activities of CCA in
the film, showing their support to rural communities and to SMEs,
an improved distribution of savings and credit, a united micro-cred18
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it for the most disadvantaged, a simplified procedure for granting credit and a free savings
account at 6% a year.
Sebastien Duquet, Managing Director of PlaNet Finance presented
the organisation and highlighted the crucial role of microfinance
organisations in the sustainable development of African economies.
PlaNet Finance is an international non-governmental organisation
that aims to alleviate poverty worldwide through the development
of microfinance; its mission is to fight poverty through the development of microfinance. PlaNet Finance Group is active in more than
60 countries with an international network of 38 offices in Europe,
North America, Latin America, Asia, Africa and Middle East.

Gala Evening and Africa Finance & Investment Forum 2008
Awards Ceremony
The Gala evening unfolded pleasantly on the famous French cruiser, “Bateau Mouche” that
took all the delegates along the river Seine.
We proceeded with the Awards Ceremony of the Africa Finance & Investment 2008. Awards
were presented to selected business leaders, to acknowledge their remarkable contribution
and examplary leadership to local economy, in front of the business community and officials.

Africa Finance & Investment 2008

Awardees:

• Mrs. Yemisi Dooshima SUSWAM, First Lady of Benue State, President of the
SEV-AV Fondation, Nigeria
• Mr. Mohamadou Bayero FADIL, President and Director General, Groupe
Fadil, Cameroon
• Mr. Robert LEVI, Administrator, Trust Merchant Bank, Dem. Rep. of Congo
• Mr. Christian BONGO, Administrator and Director General, Banque Gabonaise de Developpement, Gabon

To encourage innovation and entrepreneurship in Africa, EMRC and the Rabobank Foundation initiated the “Project Incubator Award” to be presented to the best project in economic
and social terms. The winner of the $10.000 prize was announced during the Gala Evening:
MUPECI, a microfinance institution from Cameroon.
Idit Miller, VP & Managing Director of EMRC, and Pierre van Hedel, Managing Director of
Rabobank Foundation, presented the award to Mr Augustin Yemene, Chairman of MUPECI.
Rabobank foundation also announced a special award for the Mozdahir Energies Project in
Senegal.
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The winning project presented by MUPECI involved
the financing of Soya production in different regions of
Cameroon: Adamaoua, the centre, far North, North and
West. This project is viable for two main reasons: firstly,
by the necessity to increase the national production of
Soya for transformation into oil and other solid residues
(today only 2.5-4% of national needs are produced and
the remainder is imported). Secondly, the knock on effect of this growth in the production of Soya could supply a factory that works with MUPECI,
and that currently only transforms 3.000 tons per year against a total capacity of 10.000 tons
per year. This project should create about 2.500 direct jobs, and would allow the production
of 10.000 tons of Soya per annum and the growth of agro-transformation (notably in oil and
solid residues of Soya). The culture of this plant would help contribute to an alternative provision of proteins for the Cameroonians. In rewarding this project, EMRC and the Rabobank
Foundation wanted to promote a project with long term economic and social benefits, as well
as supporting rural communities that play a key role in the economic development of Africa.

Day 3

Tuesday 9 December 2008
Hotel Méridien Montparnasse

Session VII: Fighting health issues to boost the economy
As moderator of this session, Michel Lavollay gave an explanation on the manner in which one can fight the most serious diseases
while still follow the objectives of economic growth. After identifying the Global Fund, the New Global Action Plan against Malaria
and the Gates Foundation as principal financing sources, Mr. Lavollay presented the new trends in the fight against serious diseases. In
this respect, the idea of Public/ Private/ NGO partnerships occupies
a central role, not only in terms of financial resources, but also in
terms of effectiveness. This is the reason why it is necessary to grant increased importance to
good governance and to the responsibility of the actors. To illustrate his idea, Mr. Lavollay
explained that the Marathon Oil project consists of a partnership between the Guinea Equatorial Government, Global Fund, the business community, the research institutes and NGOs.
Dooshima Yemisi Suswam, First Lady of Benue State of Nigeria, familiarized us with the activities of the SEV-AV Foundation, a charitable organisation working simultaneously in
the fight against poverty and the fight against AIDS in rural
communities. At an agricultural level, the work carried out
by this foundation is linked to the creation of groups for agrotransformation, and organizing farmers into co-operatives
that allow them to attain micro-credits, improved seeds, and
fertilizers. Concerning health, the Foundation conducts seminars on AIDS, free HIV testing, and preventative actions that
can be taken to stop transmission of the virus between the mother and the child.
20
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Sandra Perrot, Head of Projects for Partners against AIDS, showed
that it is possible to form Public-Private Partnerships in healthcare
and how PPP’s are a useful tool in economic development. In fact,
it is necessary that the private sector is involved in the fight against
serious diseases for many reasons: for the cost of absenteeism, the
need for competent personnel, the absence of public sanitary infrastructures, etc. Therefore, the private sector must position itself
close to the public sector through PPP’s that are based on mutual
interests (principles of comparative advantages) and reciprocal obligations.
Alexandre de Carvalho Managing Partner at MOZDAHIR shared
his experience about innovative initiatives illustrative of how private sector can help address health issues.
Mr. de Carvalho gave several examples to show how human-based
value creation, (e.g., Healthcare), can at the same time create economic value. He spoke of profitably repositioning African/Indian
affiliates on public health issues, on how to develop comprehensive
HIV/AIDS treatment programmes throughout Africa based on the
establishment of a private consortium of generic drugs manufacturers (Clinton Foundation),
and of the launch of Africa Health Care Fund, a $100 Mln investment fund dedicated to African healthcare SMEs, or to supporting the development of Malaria/HIV prevention programmes among Micro-Finance Institutions beneficiaries,.

Session VIII: Promoting Responsible & Sustainable Investment
Ambassador Réjean Frenette, Vice-President, BDA Foundation,
started the session by presenting the BDA Foundation’s activities in
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). The basic idea behind setting up the BDA Foundation was the recent publication of a manual
by WHO (World Health Organisation) on the culture of the medicinal plants intended for pharmaceutical usage. Large scale cultivation of medicinal plants can henceforth constitute an important
source of income, and will be able to rely on an expanding market.
The example of the Artemisinin is edifying since this plant sells on the open market at 780$
per kilo. Regarding social responsibility of businesses, the BDA Foundation benefits from
partnerships with different pharmaceutical industries that have an interest in ensuring a reliable supply of medicinal plants that meet the standards of WHO.
Frank Nagel, Regional Manager Africa at Rabo Development illustrated the ethical investments of Rabobank that are carried out by
Rabo Development. Rabo Development refinances and offers technical assistance to different commercial banks in Africa: BPR in
Rwanda, ZANACO in Zambia NMB in Tanzania and Banco Terra
in Mozambique. Apart from opening new branches, and distributors, Rabo Development looks for new solutions to address financial
needs in Africa, such as mobile banking, or loans to small agricultural producers. According to Mr. Nagel, these ethical investments give a positive impression
of Rabobank to their customers, but also legitimize the role of Rabobank as co-operative bank.
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Guus Roozendaal Chairman of the Finance Alliance for Sustainable Trade (FAST) described the objectives of the organisation: to
improve operational effectiveness of the institutions that set up ethical investments, to develop joint projects with agricultural producers and agro-industries from the South, to improve the effectiveness
of their financial operations, and increase the transparency within
the commerce of food commodities. This organisation works as
a facilitator between organisations of ethical producers, buyers of
ethical products, and ethical Financial Institutions. It comprises more than 100 members originating from 21 countries around the world.

Session IX: Investment Opportunities in Africa
In the final session of the forum, exciting investment opportunities in Angola and Gabon were
presented.
José Luis Domingos, Investments Director of the Investment
Agency of Angola (ANIP), showcased a number of areas ready
for private investment in Angola. Angola is potentially one of the
richest countries in Africa, with vast natural resources, which now
seeks partnerships to rebuild and expand its economy. Investment
opportunities include; Utilities Maintenance & Management; Consultant Engineering ; Technical & Material Assistance; Agricultural
Mechanization & Technical Assistance; Industrial Poultry Breeding
and Cattle Breeding.
José Severino, President of the Industrial Association of Angola
spoke of the opportunities for investment in the redevelopment of
Angola’s infrastructure. International investors could team up with
local entrepreneurs to form partnerships in sectors such as transport
and telecommunications, urban roads, ports, railways, and airports.
Tourism, he says, is another area that is ripe for investment.
Pierre-Marie Ntoko, Deputy Director of Operations at the Development Bank of Gabon, highlighted a number of potential investment sectors within Gabon’s economy. The first is eco-tourism.
The country is developing 13 national parks, and lying within the
Congo basin, it is rich in natural resources and bio-diversity. Other
key sectors ready for investment are agriculture and fisheries. The
country has been importing staple food, even fish – despite its huge
coastline. Some 80% of Gabon is covered with forest and it has
timber processing facilities. Another sector for investment is social
housing as, according to Mr. Ntoko, 100.000 units are needed.
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Conclusions
Recommendations
The Africa Finance & Investment Forum 2008 created a platform for the presentation of case
studies and current practices aimed to strengthen the African private sector. It allowed stimulating dialogue between the principal actors: African and European businessmen, financial and
development institutions, banks, government officials, foundations and NGOs. This constructive dialogue led to many common conclusions.
No one doubts that the fight against illiteracy and an improvement of access for the young to
education constitute a priority if one wants to encourage and expand development. The Forum
also placed an emphasis on the fight against disease and the role of Public-Private Partnerships
that offer effective mechanisms to meet this challenge. Finally, a positive trend that was noted
at the Forum is the one of the ethical investments, that constitute a real positive change in Africa, following the example of the ethical investments of Rabobank, the Finance Alliance for
Sustainable Trade, BDA Foundation and Africa Agri Asset Management, to name but a few.
In addition, this Forum was conceived to promote the creation of new partnerships, through
discussions that were made possible between experts and contractors from around the world.
A number of concrete partnerships were formed during the forum, a result that is considered
one of the key goals of EMRC: fostering dialogue and reinforcing partnerships for a sustainable economic development of Africa.
We take this opportunity to thank you for reading the report; we hope you enjoyed it and we
wish you every success in your businesses and projects!
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Day 1

HOTEL Méridien montparnasse sunday, 7 December 2008

09:30 Registration
11:00 Presentation of the Forum objectives and brief presentation
of the Delegates
12:15 Special Presentation: Leveraging for success
in the fight against malaria

Case Study: Equatorial Guinea
Adel Chaouch, Director, CSR Marathon Oil Corp., Equatorial Guinea,
Lee Yellott, Financial Coordinator, Equatorial Guinea Malaria Control Initiative

12:30 Promoting Growth & Economic Development in Africa Today
Arthur Levi, former Head IFC (International Finance Corp.) Europe

13:00	Networking Lunch
14:00 Session I: Capacity Building & Entrepreneurship in Africa

Moderator: Arthur Levi, former Head IFC Europe
• The importance of strengthening the African continent’s human skills and preparing future leaders through education & vocational training
• Entrepreneurship in Emerging Markets: Unlocking the Puzzle
John Mullins, Associate Professor of Management Practice, Entrepreneurship and
Marketing, London Business School, UK.
Loic Sadoulet, Prof. Economics, Faculty Lead Africa Initiative, INSEAD Bus.
School, France.
Luvumbu Sebastião, Dean, Faculty Economics, Agostinho Neto University, Angola.
Ronald S.J. Tuninga, Director-Dean, Prof. International Business & Marketing,
Maastricht School of Management, The Netherlands

15:30 Q&A session - Participants are invited to debate with speakers
16:00 Coffee & Tea
16.30 EMRC-Rabobank Project Incubator: Innovative Projects from Africa

Special presentation: Innovative financing solutions to boost the African Economy
Bart-Jan Krouwel, Managing Director CSR, Rabobank, The Netherlands
• Presentation of selected projects EMRC-Rabobank Project Incubator. The Award
winner will be announced during the Gala Evening on the 8th December
Moderators / Members of the EMRC-Rabobank Project Incubator Committee:
Pierre Van Hedel, Managing Director, Rabobank Foundation, The Netherlands
Idit Miller, Vice President & Managing Director, EMRC International, Brussels

18:00	Networking: One-to-One Business Meetings
20:00 Welcome dinner
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PROGRAMME

Day 2

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE HEADQUARTERS
monday, 8 December 2008

08:30 Welcome Breakfast offered by Credit Agrícole
08:45 Official Opening of Africa Finance & Investment Forum 2008

Pierre Mathijsen, President of EMRC International, former DG at the EC.
Michel Clavé, Head of Agriculture & Agrifood, Crédit Agricole, France.
José Briosa e Gala, Special Advisor and Personal Representative for Africa of the
President of the European Comission, José Manuel Barroso

09:15 Session II: Strengthening the Financial Markets
and the Banking Sector in Africa

Moderator: Arthur Levi, former Head IFC Europe.
• Creating a motivational business and investment climate, Venture Capital in Africa: a boost to economic development.
• The role of National Dev. Agencies, European & International Financial Institutions.
Pierre Van Hedel, Managing Director, Rabobank Foundation, The Netherlands.
Ruurd Brouwer, Director Africa, FMO, The Netherlands.
Marilou Uy, Director for Private and Financial sector in Africa, World Bank, USA

10:30 Coffee & Tea
11:00 Session III: Investing in Africa’s Private Sector
to boost Economic Growth

Moderator: Arthur Levi, former Head IFC Europe
• Private Equity and innovative projects – opportunities & challenges
• Responsible Investment in key economic sectors – creating solid partnerships
Anne Gazeau-Secret, Managing Director, International Cooperation and Development Ministry of Foreign Affairs, France.
Manuel Calado, President Endiama, Angola.
Thomas Pellerin, Investment Officer, Intl Finance Corporation, World Bank, France.
Aziz Mebarek, Executive Partner, Tuninvest & Africinvest, Tunisia.
Special Presentation by:
Jacques Attali, President, PlaNet Finance Group, France

12:30 Q&A session - Participants are invited to debate with speakers
13:00	Networking Lunch
14:30 Session IV: Attaining the MDGs (Millennium Development
Goals) by investing in agriculture & agro-industry

Moderator: Charles Thijs, Managing Director Cofip, Executive Committee EMRC
• Securing food self sufficiency in sub-Saharan Africa – creating mega farms
• Successful PPP’s to improve the economic performance of smallholders
• Investing in agricultural inputs
• Agriculture as a profitable financial investment
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Tabitha Wood, Director Africa, Africa Agri Asset Management, UK.
Rustom Masalawala, Director of Business Development at Millennium Promise &
Associate Director, The Earth Institute at Columbia University, USA.
Refael Dayan, General Manager, Green 2000, Israel.
Mario Martinez, Executive VP & Managing Director, Lead International, USA.
Roger Megelas, Senior Advisor, Division of Business and Institutional Support, ITC
– International Trade Center, Switzerland

15:45 Session V: Science & Technology for growth
and competitiveness

Moderator: Idit Miller, VP & Managing Director EMRC
• The Africa-EU Partnership on Science, Information and Space
• Innovative ways to finance science and technology in Africa
• Spatial sciences and IT to develop rural communities with focus on agriculture,
forestry, water technology and environment
José Briosa e Gala, Personal Rep. for Africa of the President of the EC.
Arnaud Gstach, Virtual Earth Business Dev Mgr, Microsoft EMEA, France.
Walter Mayer, CEO, Progis Software, Austria.
Bernhard Pacher, Strategic Development Director, ADCON, Austria

17:00 Q&A session - Participants are invited to debate with speakers
17:15 Coffee & Tea
17:30 Session VI: Supporting the small businesses in Africa

Moderator: Idit Miller, VP & Managing Director, EMRC
• Encouraging women entrepreneurship and supporting local communities
• Supporting growth in Africa through partnership and cooperation
• Microfinance and Rural Financing Programmes
Jean-Luc Perron, Managing Director, Grameen-Crédit Agricole Microfinance Foundation, France.
Margaret Muhanga-Mugisa, Member of Parliament, Kabarole, Uganda.
Albert Nkemla, Managing Director, Credit Communautaire d’Afrique, Cameroon.
Sebastien Duquet, Managing Director, PlaNet Finance, France

18:30 Q&A session - Participants are invited to debate with speakers
20:00 Gala Evening:

Presentation of the EMRC-Rabobank Project Incubator Award 2008 & EMRC
Africa Finance & Investment Awards 2008 to selected leaders of research, business
and policy, in presence of Government representatives, Ambassadors, the media and
the business community
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Day 3

HOTEL Meridien montparnasse
tuesday, 9 December 2008

09:00 Session VII: Fighting health issues to boost the economy
Moderator: Michel Lavollay, Senior Advisor on Health (HIV-Malaria-TB)
• Successful Private-Public Partnerships to fight Aids, Malaria and TB
• Providing basic health services to employees and communities
• Presentation of Case Studies – Best Practices

Alexandre de Carvalho, Managing Partner MOZDAHIR, France & Senegal.
Sandra Perrot, Project Leader, Partners against HIV, France.
Dooshima Yemisi Suswam, First Lady of Benue State, Nigeria

10:00 Coffee & Tea
10:30 Session VIII: Promoting Responsible & Sustainable Investment
Moderator: Charles Thijs, Managing Director Cofip, Executive Committee EMRC
• Financing Sustainable Trade: bringing goods produced in a sustainable manner
to markets – the role of financial institutions and producers. Presentation of case
studies by FAST - Finance Alliance for Sustainable Trade
• CSI/CSR – Corporate Social Investment / Corporate Social Responsibility
• International funds invest in companies with good CSR & ESG (Economic, Social, Governance) records
Ambassador Réjean Frenette, Vice-President, BDA Foundation, Canada.
Frank Nagel, Regional Manager Africa, Rabo Development, The Netherlands.
Guus Rozendaal, Chairman, FAST (Finance Alliance for Sustainable Trade), USA.

11:30 Session IX: Investment Opportunities in Africa

Moderator: Arthur Levi, Former head IFC Europe
• Creating partnerships between international investors and local entrepreneurs
• Opportunities Angola & Gabon offers to International investors
Luis Domingos José, Investments Director ANIP – Investment Agency of Angola.
José Severino, President, AIA – Industrial Association of Angola.
Paul-Marie Ntoko, Director, Development Bank of Gabon, Gabon.

12:30

Q&A session - Participants are invited to debate with speakers

13:00 Closure of the Forum & final remarks
13:30	Networking Lunch
15:30 Optional: Mini-Tour Paris / Networking:
One-to-One Business Meetings
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The AgriBusiness Forum 2009 will take place
in Cape Town, South Africa, 14 -17 June 2009
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Caterina Giuliano: Agribusiness09@emrc.be
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